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Applied Exercise Psychology emphasizes the application of evidence-based knowledge drawn
from the fields of exercise psychology, health psychology, clinical and counseling psychology,
and exercise physiology for physical activity behavior change. The book provides readers with:
theoretical bases for understanding and promoting physical activity behavior; interventions to
use for facilitating physical activity behavior change and the tools for measuring the
effectiveness of these interventions; cross-cultural considerations for practitioners to ensure
multicultural competency; considerations to guide best practices with special populations (e.g.,
persons with medical conditions and persons with mental health conditions); overall applied
implications and future directions. The collection builds a bridge between up-to-date research
findings, relevant field experiences, and applied implications. This is the first book to cover
such breadth of topics in applied exercise psychology, with chapters bringing often overlooked
issues to the attention of practitioners to promote not only evidence-based practice but also
responsible ethics and referral.
FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER THE CALLER.
Inside a Los Angeles church, on the altar steps, lies the blood-soaked body of a priest. Later,
the forensic team discover that, on the victim's chest, the figure 3 has been scrawled in blood.
At first, Detective Robert Hunter believes that this is a ritualistic killing. But as more bodies
surface, he is forced to reassess. All the victims died in the way they feared the most. Their
worst nightmares have literally come true. But how could the killer have known? And what links
these apparently random victims? Hunter finds himself on the trail of an elusive and sadistic
killer, somone who apparently has the power to read his victims' minds. Someone who can
sense what scares his victims the most. Someone who will stop at nothing to achieve his
twisted aim. Praise for THE CRUCIFIX KILLER: 'A gripping debut ... Not for the squeamish'
Heat 'A page turner' Express
The recent passage of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) presents new opportunities
and greater flexibility in efforts to personalize learning for all children. The Handbook on
Personalized Learning for States, Districts, and Schools provides insight and guidance on
maximizing that new flexibility. Produced by the Center on Innovations in Learning (CIL), one
of seven national content centers funded by the U.S. Department of Education, this volume
suggests how teachers can enhance personalized learning by cultivating relationships with
students and their families to better understand a child’s learning and motivation. Personalized
learning also encourages the development of students’ metacognitive, social, and emotional
competencies, thereby fostering students’ self?direction in their own education, one aimed at
mastery of knowledge and skills and readiness for career and college. Chapters address topics
across the landscape of personalized learning, including co?designing instruction and learning
pathways with students; variation in the time, place, and pace of learning, including flipped and
blended classrooms; and using technology to manage and analyze the learning process. The
Handbook’s chapters include Action Principles to guide states, districts, and schools in
personalizing learning.
"The focus of this book has always been on the balancing and blending of research and clinical
application and on the effort to involve the learner in the problem solving engaged in by
clinicians and scientists. We continue to emphasize an integrated approach, showing how
psychopathology is best understood by considering multiple perspectives and how these
varying perspectives can provide us with the clearest accounting of the causes of these
disorders as well as the best possible treatments. With the fifteenth edition, we have once
again emphasized the recent and comprehensive research coverage that has been the
hallmark of the book. Of equal importance, however, we have worked to make the prose ever
more accessible to a variety of students"-Page 1/10
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The Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA), which became law in 1997, elicited a major shift
in federal policy and thinking toward child welfare, emphasizing children’s safety, permanency,
and well-being over preserving their biological ties at all costs. The first edition of this volume
was the earliest major social work textbook to map the field of child welfare after ASFA’s
passage, detailing the practices, policies, programs, and research affected by the legislation’s
new attitude toward care. This second edition highlights the continuously changing child
welfare climate in the U.S., including content on the Fostering Connections Act of 2008. Gerald
P. Mallon and Peg McCartt Hess have updated the text throughout, drawing from real world
case examples, using data obtained from the national Child and Family Services Reviews and
emerging empirically based practices. They have also added chapters addressing child welfare
workforce issues, supervision, and research and evaluation. Divided into four sections—child
and adolescent well-being, child and adolescent safety, permanency for children and
adolescents, and systemic issues within services, policies, and programs—this newly edited
volume provides a current understanding of family support and child protective services, risk
assessment, substance and sexual abuse issues, domestic violence issues, guardianship,
reunification, kinship and foster family care, adoption, and transitional living programs.
Recognized scholars, practitioners, and policy makers also discuss meaningful engagement
with families, particularly Latino families; health care for children and youth, including mental
health care; effective practices with LGBT youth and their families; placement stability; foster
parent recruitment and retention; and the challenges of working with immigrant children, youth,
and families.
Sex and sexuality are undoubtedly on your mind. So don't you want a human sexuality text
that's hip, that reflects your life situation, and that answers the questions you're eager to learn
about but hesitant to ask? Filled with the information that students like you want and need to
learn, the fifth edition of this with it text hits the mark as it addresses concerns that students
have about themselves and their sexuality with scientific fact, sensitivity, unmatched candor,
and humor. Beyond simply providing a foundation in the biology and psychology of sexuality,
SEXUALITY NOW: EMBRACING DIVERSITY connects with you and other students by
exploring contemporary issues, changing sexual practices and behaviors, and their impact.
Complemented by informative illustrations and photographs, the book covers the range of
sexual orientations, preferences, and behaviors and takes into account the diverse social,
religious, ethnic, racial, and cultural contexts of today's students. The result is that you'll find
lots of material to relate to as well as eye-opening discussions about sexuality today on college
campuses, within the United States, and around the world. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
An engaged workforce is critical to the high performance and success of any organization.
Employee Engagement offers a complete, practical resource for understanding and creating an
effective engagement strategy that is aligned to wider business objectives. Supported by a
variety of practical tools, features and templates, as well as numerous real-life examples and
case studies from organizations such as AXA PPP Healthcare, Capital One, Charles Stanley,
EDF Energy and Marks & Spencer, this handbook provides comprehensive coverage of all
stages of the engagement process, from planning initiatives to building and measuring their
success. This updated second edition of Employee Engagement considers the increasing use
of technology in engagement, the role and importance of purpose and trust and the
relationship between employee experience and engagement. New online supporting resources
include diagnostic tools, templates and additional best-practice case studies. HR
Fundamentals is a series of succinct, practical guides for students and those in the early
stages of their HR careers. They are endorsed by the Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development (CIPD), the UK professional body for HR and people development, which has
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over 145,000 members worldwide.

Do We Need Architects? Journey Beneath the Surface of Architecture is a journey of
discovery that takes place over twenty-five years of my life, from exploring my own
motivations to become an architect, learning about architecture, and the changing
environment of practicing architecture to experiencing the impact of architecture on the
built environment. The story investigates the meaning, perception, and relevance of
architecture in today’s world. Have you ever had a favorite building, park, or square? A
place that affects your mood? All of us at some stage have experienced the impact of
architecture and landscape on the way we perceive reality. Let me invite you on a
journey that examines what architects do, as well as the legacy of the architectural
process that influences the environment, visiting places and exploring architectural
interventions by taking them out of the glossy images shown in the architecture books
and industry journals and placing them in the context of their urban or natural setting. It
is always as a found object, always in the present, examining the impact of humanity on
the environment and the contribution architecture has made and is continuing to make
to the everyday environment where we all live, work, and play.
Sickness, starvation, brutality, and forced labour plagued the existence of tens of
thousands of Allied POWs in World War II. More than a quarter of these POWs died in
captivity. Long Night’s Journey into Day centres on the lives of Canadian, British,
Indian, and Hong Kong POWs captured at Hong Kong in December 1941 and
incarcerated in camps in Hong Kong and the Japanese Home Islands. Experiences of
American POWs in the Philippines, and British and Australians POWs in Singapore, are
interwoven throughout the book. Starvation and diseases such as diphtheria, beriberi,
dysentery, and tuberculosis afflicted all these unfortunate men, affecting their lives not
only in the camps during the war but after they returned home. Yet despite the
dispiriting circumstances of their captivity, these men found ways to improve their
existence, keeping up their morale with such events as musical concerts and
entertainments created entirely within the various camps. Based largely on hundreds of
interviews with former POWs, as well as material culled from archives around the world,
Professor Roland details the extremes the prisoners endured — from having to eat
fattened maggots in order to live to choosing starvation by trading away their skimpy
rations for cigarettes. No previous book has shown the essential relationship between
almost universal ill health and POW life and death, or provides such a complete and
unbiased account of POW life in the Far East in the 1940s.
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of
general applicability and future effect ... with ancillaries.
Mark J.P. Wolf’s study of imaginary worlds theorizes world-building within and across
media, including literature, comics, film, radio, television, board games, video games,
the Internet, and more. Building Imaginary Worlds departs from prior approaches to
imaginary worlds that focused mainly on narrative, medium, or genre, and instead
considers imaginary worlds as dynamic entities in and of themselves. Wolf argues that
imaginary worlds—which are often transnarrative, transmedial, and transauthorial in
nature—are compelling objects of inquiry for Media Studies. Chapters touch on: a
theoretical analysis of how world-building extends beyond storytelling, the engagement
of the audience, and the way worlds are conceptualized and experienced a history of
imaginary worlds that follows their development over three millennia from the fictional
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islands of Homer’s Odyssey to the present internarrative theory examining how
narratives set in the same world can interact and relate to one another an examination
of transmedial growth and adaptation, and what happens when worlds make the jump
between media an analysis of the transauthorial nature of imaginary worlds, the
resulting concentric circles of authorship, and related topics of canonicity, participatory
worlds, and subcreation’s relationship with divine Creation Building Imaginary Worlds
also provides the scholar of imaginary worlds with a glossary of terms and a detailed
timeline that spans three millennia and more than 1,400 imaginary worlds, listing their
names, creators, and the works in which they first appeared.
Mesmerizing & fascinating. . . The Seattle Post–Intelligencer The Freakonomics of big
data. Stein Kretsinger, founding executive of Advertising.com ???Winner of the
Nonfiction Book and Small Business Book Awards??? ??Used in courses at more than
30 universities?? ?Translated into 9 languages? An introduction for everyone In this
rich, fascinating surprisingly accessible introduction, leading expert Eric Siegel reveals
how predictive analytics works, and how it affects everyone every day. Rather than a
how to for hands–on techies, the book serves lay readers and experts alike by covering
new case studies and the latest state–of–the–art techniques. Prediction is booming. It
reinvents industries and runs the world. Companies, governments, law enforcement,
hospitals, and universities are seizing upon the power. These institutions predict
whether you?re going to click, buy, lie, or die. Why? For good reason: predicting human
behavior combats risk, boosts sales, fortifies healthcare, streamlines manufacturing,
conquers spam, optimizes social networks, toughens crime fighting, and wins elections.
How? Prediction is powered by the world?s most potent, flourishing unnatural resource:
data. Accumulated in large part as the by–product of routine tasks, data is the unsalted,
flavorless residue deposited en masse as organizations churn away. Surprise! This
heap of refuse is a gold mine. Big data embodies an extraordinary wealth of experience
from which to learn. Predictive analytics unleashes the power of data. With this
technology, the computer literally learns from data how to predict the future behavior of
individuals. Perfect prediction is not possible, but putting odds on the future drives
millions of decisions more effectively, determining whom to call, mail, investigate,
incarcerate, set up on a date, or medicate. In this lucid, captivating introduction now in
its Revised and Updated edition former Columbia University professor and Predictive
Analytics World founder Eric Siegel reveals the power and perils of prediction: What
type of mortgage risk Chase Bank predicted before the recession Predicting which
people will drop out of school, cancel a subscription, or get divorced before they even
know it themselves Why early retirement predicts a shorter life expectancy and
vegetarians miss fewer flights Five reasons why organizations predict death including
one health insurance company How U.S. Bank and Obama for America calculated and
Hillary for America 2016 plans to calculate the way to most strongly persuade each
individual Why the NSA wants all your data: machine learning supercomputers to fight
terrorism How IBM?s Watson computer used predictive modeling to answer questions
and beat the human champs on TV?s Jeopardy! How companies ascertain untold,
private truths how Target figures out you?re pregnant and Hewlett–Packard deduces
you?re about to quit your job How judges and parole boards rely on crime–predicting
computers to decide how long convicts remain in prison 183 examples from Airbnb, the
BBC, Citibank, ConEd, Facebook, Ford, Google, the IRS, LinkedIn, Match.com, MTV,
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Netflix, PayPal, Pfizer, Spotify, Uber, UPS, Wikipedia, and more How does predictive
analytics work? This jam–packed book satisfies by demystifying the intriguing science
under the hood. For future hands–on practitioners pursuing a career in the field, it sets
a strong foundation, delivers the prerequisite knowledge, and whets your appetite for
more. A truly omnipresent science, predictive analytics constantly affects our daily lives.
Whether you are a consumer of it or consumed by it get a handle on the power of
Predictive Analytics.
Kevin Turnbaugh is a logistics management specialist for the US Army at New
Cumberland, Pennsylvania. His work is performed, and this book was written, on a
computer equipped with screen reader software that allows the blind to hear what is
shown on the screen and input the data or words, using keystroke functions instead of
the mouse. It is from his more than twenty-five years of service as a civilian in the army
and from his numerous years of exposure to the ministry that Kevin has become the
source of information on current affairs in our country and churches, attitudes
surrounding those areas of life, and the threats to our freedoms as Christians. It is from
these areas of work and ministry exposure that Kevin has developed the background
for his two previous books, Time Witnessing and Critical Condition, as well as the
information and contents of this book. By using the Ten Commandments provided to
Moses and to us today, he brings forth the how and why of living as a Christian and
considers where all of us fail, including his own failings and shortcomings.
If you enjoyed The Red Tent you will likely also enjoy Sarai, High Priestess of Ur, as
this story unfolds the hidden early life of the first matriarch of Genesis and her journey
towards her destiny. The Bible defines Sarah as the obedient wife of the Patriarch
Abraham. The jewish priests who wrote Genesis more than a thousand years after
Sarah allegedly lived defined her role for her in accordance with their beliefs. But some
scholars believe that Sarah was a priestess, not only a priestess but a high priestess
serving the Goddess Inanna in the temple at Ur. This novel presents Sarah as the High
Priestess who celebrates the Sacred Marriage ritual with kings and pharaohs to confirm
their right to rule. But an adventurous journey begins when Sarah rejects the "sacred"
laws of Ur's priesthood and she must flee for her life!
Maria Paris cannot wait to begin college and start her new life. She’s been kept under
the watchful eye of her NYPD mother and is just bursting to live on her own. Being
originally from the Bronx, Maria wants to show the world what she is made of. Her plans
to become a criminal attorney are paramount in life endeavors and she’s also ready to
find that special someone to give herself to. Journey is about a young Puerto Rican girl
name Maria Paris originally from Bronx, New York. While at the esteemed Meadow
Marvels College, the first night proves to be standard with the usual Freshman Move-in
Day and dinner at the student hall until her and her roommate, Lavette, arrive back at
their room. They stumble upon sirens and flashing cameras when suddenly, the dean,
Mr. Gary Stones, gets killed right in front of them by one of the girls who live with Maria
and Lavette. There are now three bodies laid out in the entrance of dorm room 1F.
Maria goes on a personal journey to find clues and answers to her questions. She
probes newspaper articles and internet stories about the history of MMC and is
determined to uncover the truth about the number one college in the state. However,
the clues lead her to her mother, an NYPD detective who is in the running for the next
New York City Chief of Police. She finds out her mother is not the person she thought
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she was, ultimately, leaving Maria wanting to find the truth behind who she is and why
her mother has kept secrets from her. A week or so passes when Maria and Lavette
discover they are both the prime targets in this game of cat and mouse. Maria has
already had an attempt on her life when she was locked in a closet, but escaped.
Lavette was already attacked by someone who was looking for Maria. The two girls call
the police and are told that they must leave campus at once. The new dean of students,
Mrs. Gwendolyn Rayes, is behind the murders and wanted Maria dead. Both girls
sneak off-campus and are picked up by Detective Joe Reyes who is later killed as he
was only moments away from finding out the truth for Maria and Lavette. The two are at
the illustrious Waldorf Astoria when Maria’s dreams of finally seeing her mother come
true. She has spoken to her mother and told her everything that is going on. Maria
assures Lavette that all will be safe now and they have nothing to worry about.
However, with the string of Maria’s bad luck lately, she is soon to find out that is not
even close to the truth. Maria’s mother, Detective Carmen Paris, knocks on the door of
the room and before Maria can open it, they receive a phone call telling her not to open
the door. Maria’s mother is being held at gun point and the plan was to shoot her the
minute Maria opened the door. Once Maria received the news, she obeyed and
watched through the peephole as her mother’s life was taken right in front of her. Maria
opened the door to watch the other detective, Cedric Hooker, flee behind the gunman.
Carmen’s last words to Maria were “I’m sorry I never told you.” In order for Maria to
cope with what is happening, she is assigned two guards to stand outside her room
24/7 and now has the current Chief of Police, Mrs. Gloria Reynolds, by her side every
step of the way. Maria’s aunt Mirtha is also by her side explaining to Maria the secrets
of why her mother got killed and who could have possible been behind it. When Mirtha
explains to Maria that her mother was a twin, the notion floors Maria making her angry
at the thought of her mother keeping a secret from her. Maria always thought the two of
them were so close. MIrtha sees Maria’s apprehension, and quickly reassures her that
her mother had nothing but the best intentions for her. Carmen’s sister, Antonia, was a
product of an adulterous relationship that their mother had, and when their father found
out, he banished Antonia from the family forcing her into prostitution and drugs. Carmen
found this out and went looking for her sister only to find her father—Luis Paris—th
The Silent Epidemic addresses a critical public health problem in America – the leading
preventable cause of birth defects, neurodevelopmental disorders, and intellectual
disability: prenatal alcohol exposure. From her work in community health, forensic
psychiatry, and private practice, Dr. Rich provides insight into the prevalence of
neurodevelopmental disorder associated with prenatal alcohol exposure (ND-PAE)
among juveniles accused of violent crimes, in neighborhoods where America’s “least
valued” citizens reside, and even in upper middle class communities. The problem
develops as early as the first three weeks of pregnancy, when many women are
unaware that they are pregnant. With appropriate diagnosis and treatment, affected
individuals can avoid a lifetime of lost potential from substance use disorders,
incarceration, unemployment, and homelessness.
Twins Conrad and Jasmine step into the library of their new home and disappear into a
book. So begins their journey through Felnoria, an adventure strewn with deadly
spiders, unicorns, and a battle between chipmunks and rats. They meet an elf, Lestron,
who is being chased by trolls. He takes them to his home in the forest, only to find out
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they are not welcome there. They continue to Yarlanzia, the home of the humans. The
instant they reach the stronghold the news that the troll army is on the way reaches the
King and Queen. Conrad and Jasmine prepare to fight. If the battle is won, they have a
choice: stay and rule or go home.
Buying a car is a personal choice that has become a more complex decision because
of advances in technology, and reliability issues that are haunting some car makers.
Many consumers look to Zack Spencer, the host of Driving Television, for
straightforward, no-nonsense, expert advice. In Motormouth, you will find out which
vehicles are the safest, most reliable, and best value for your hard-earned dollar. In an
easy-to-understand format, you will get: Fuel economy ratings Pros and cons for
performance, handling, comfort, and ease-of-use Standard safety features J.D. Power
Initial Quality and Dependability scores Base warranty information Engine specifications
Pricing for base models Reviews of option packages and trim levels Zack's Top Picks
for each category Zack provides insider buying tips to help you, whether you are buying
privately, off the internet, or making the rounds to different dealers. He also advises you
on your decision to lease, purchase or finance. At your fingertips are strategies and
lessons learned from people's adventures in car buying, some with happy endings and
others not-so-happy. From a fuel-sipping family friendly hauler to a rubber-burning
luxury sports car, you can rely on Motormouth 2011 edition for the information you need
to make a wise purchase decision. Go prepared and don't get stuck with a lemon. Take
Motormouth along for the ride.
Applied Exercise PsychologyThe Challenging Journey from Motivation to
AdherenceRoutledge
Journey To Destiny is the love story of two men, whose relationship spanned forty four
years. As life partners, they shared an expedition of discovery; travel, financial success
and failure, hardship, illness, tragedy, happiness, indiscretions and infidelities, but most
of all, love. Respected for who they were, rather than what they were, their challenges
were faced without prejudice or malice. Although Journey To Destiny is in many
aspects an insight into the gay lifestyle, more importantly, it dissects the humor,
adventure, heartache, devotion and commitment sustained during five decades. With
unrelenting candor, the book is an intimate portrait into the reality of bi-polar disorder,
Alzheimer's Disease, cancer, heart and lung disease; endured amidst happiness and
heartbreak.
This book presents a critical cultural study of the Trans New Wave as a cinematic genre
and explores its emergence in the twenty-first century. Drawing on a diverse range of
texts, the cultural, social, aesthetic and ethical implications of the genre are placed
within the context of rapidly changing understandings of gender diversity. From the
cinematic borderlands of independent film festivals to wider public recognition via digital
technologies, the genre encompasses a diverse range of texts from short films,
documentaries, experimental films, to feature films and narratives that range across life
histories, narratives and themes. The book presents transliteracy as an original
theoretical approach to reading film representations of the Trans New Wave, and
combines it with a new theoretical concept of cinematic ethnogenesis to investigate
how the genre emerged from specific communities and the reciprocal interaction of
audiences and texts. This interdisciplinary volume engages with contemporary issues of
gender diversity, transgender studies, screen and media studies and film festival
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studies, and as such will be of great interest to scholars working in these fields and in
media and cultural studies more generally.
This book aims to tell the Abu Dhabi story in economic development, from its past dominance
in oil to its economic vision for the future. More than being an exemplar of industrial
restructuring and diversification from a resource-based to a 21st century knowledge-based
economy and society, Abu Dhabi emphasises its cultural legacy and tradition as an
environmental advocate for green and sustainable pathways. It has as many challenges as
creative responses to show that its success is not by wealth alone. This case study unveils
Abu Dhabi in particular and the rest of Arabic and GCC economic development in general.
They have all attracted foreign investment and global business, typically as hydrocarbon-rich
resource economies. Beyond that, the geoeconomics and geopolitics of the Middle East and
North Africa, with or without the Arab Spring in 2011 is in and of itself, a rich region for
multidisciplinary studies and research, not just for economics and business. With Qatar, Abu
Dhabi boasts of one of the highest per capita income in the world; therein lies a reason to
enquire about its success and pivotal role in the GCC and global contexts.
Contents:IntroductionTransformation From Oil to IndustrialisationNon-Oil Knowledge-Based
Economy ServicesEnablers in Labour, Laws and RegulationsAbu Dhabi's Economic
Development Model Readership: Researchers and academics with interest in Abu
Dhabi/Middle East studies, government and business professionals with interest in investment
and forging economic relations. Keywords:Economic Development;Abu Dhabi Economic Vision
2030;Sustainability;Gulf Cooperation Cooperation Council;Knowledge-Based
Economy;Comparative Models;Renewable Energy;Emiratisation;NonOil;Restructuring;Diversification;UAEKey Features:Clearly and succinctly explains all
terminology in economics, economic development as well as peculiar features in the Arabic
contextAdopts a multidisciplinary approach with full cognizance of globalisation's good, bad or
ugly as opportunities and/or challenges in sustainable economic development and sociocultural political development. Posits economic development as the means to coping with
these, not just an endProvides a realistic check in a transparent and constructive critique,
which presents Abu Dhabi's ambition and capacity as well as capability with human resources
development as its weakest link. It contains policy implications for Abu Dhabi and its partners
in economic growth and development
A unique, positive collection of essays profiles a number of forgotten female Jewish leaders
who played key roles in various American social and political movements, from suffrage and
birth control to civil rights and fair labor practices.
Women in the Criminal Justice System: Tracking the Journey of Females and Crime provides a
rare up-to-date examination of women both as offenders and employees in the criminal justice
system. While the crime rate in the United States is currently decreasing, the rate of female
incarceration is rising. Female participation in the criminal justice wo
Alan Clarke explains the technologies that are available and how to use them from
whiteboards and virtual learning environments to digital photographs, podcasts and eportfolios. Each chapter is fully aligned with the new LLUK standards and includes teaching
strategies, practical examples and case studies to show how these work in practice.
This book presents latest research on the evolution of consumer services, as these services
continue to become a larger part of the economy in the world. Four core focal points lead the
central message of the book: first, the convergence of back and front offices; second, placing
the client as a fundamental input of services production and delivery process, and
'industrializing' the customers' role to combine efficiency and experience; third, the constitution
and role of inputs necessary for the configuration, production and delivery of the service, with
the crucial role of 'operationalizing' the customers' experience; and fourth, the adoption of new
technologies and the appropriate transfer of manufacturing managerial practices through
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service industrialization. This is a special volume of articles based on solid research and
analysis, including conceptualization of the important issues, as well as recommendations for
managers. It presents case histories and managerial practices in some key sectors, such as
financial services, health care, tourism/hospitality, entertainment and media, online services
and home and personal services
The Psychology of Sex and Gender meets the needs of gender science today, providing
students with fresh, contemporary examples, balanced coverage of men and women, and a
grounding in psychological science. With a thorough revision to the Second Edition featuring
the most up-to-date scholarship and current events from around the world, the dynamic author
team of Jennifer K. Bosson, Camille E. Buckner, and Joseph A. Vandello presents both classic
and cutting-edge research findings within historical and cross-cultural contexts. Expanded
coverage of intersectionality and a greater focus on diversity and inclusion lend more coverage
to nonbinary, agender, and gender-noncomforming identities, transgender issues, and crosscultural and non-US perspectives, providing students a full, vibrant picture of the field of sex
and gender. In keeping with the growing scholarship of teaching and learning (SOTL), the
authors ask students in every chapter to identify and evaluate their own myths and
misconceptions, participate in real-world debates on topics at the forefront of the field, and stop
to think critically along the way. Students will be talking about this book long after they finish
the course, carrying new skills forward into their lives and future careers.
Token focuses on English linguistics in a broad sense, taking in both diachronic and
synchronic work, grammatical as well as lexical studies. That being said, the journal favors
empirical research. All submissions are double-blind peer reviewed. Token is the original
medium of publication for all articles that the journal prints. ISSN 2299-5900

At a time when Neal Thomas is preoccupied with the possibility that his newly published
book could be made into a movie, he is contacted by close friends in Virginia who want
to make him the Project Manager for construction of their newly conceived
condominium complex near Virginia Beach. The dilemma that follows is eventually
resolved by a phone call that forces him to accept the job in Virginia, and paves the way
for a brand new adventure.
Adaptations in the Franchise Era re-evaluates adaptation's place in a popular culture
marked by the movement of content and audiences across more media borders than
ever before. While adaptation has historically been understood as the transfer of stories
from one medium to another-more often than not, from novel to film-the growing
interconnectedness of media and media industries in the early twenty-first century
raises new questions about the form and function of adaptation as both a product and a
process. Where does adaptation fit within massive franchises that span pages, stages,
screens, and theme parks? Rising scholar Kyle Meikle illuminates adaptation's
enduring and essential role in the rise of franchises in the 2000s and 2010s. During that
decade-and-a-half, adaptations set the foundation for multiplexed, multiplied film series,
piloted streaming television's forays into original programming, found their way into
audiences' hands in apps and video games, and went live in theatrical experiences on
Broadway and beyond. The proliferation of adaptations was matched only by a
proliferation of adaptation, as fans remixed and remade their favourite franchises online
and off-. This volume considers how producers and consumers defined adaptationsand how adaptations defined themselves-through the endless intertextual play of the
franchise era.
As the leadership field continues to evolve, there are many reasons to be optimistic
about the various theoretical and empirical contributions in better understanding
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leadership from a scholarly and scientific perspective. The Oxford Handbook of
Leadership and Organizations brings together a collection of comprehensive, state-ofthe-science reviews and perspectives on the most pressing historical and contemporary
leadership issues - with a particular focus on theory and research - and looks to the
future of the field. It provides a broad picture of the leadership field as well as detailed
reviews and perspectives within the respective areas. Each chapter, authored by
leading international authorities in the various leadership sub-disciplines, explores the
history and background of leadership in organizations, examines important research
issues in leadership from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives, and forges new
directions in leadership research, practice, and education.
In 1997, the biggest Labour victory in history swept England, ending eighteen years of
Conservative government. Prime Minister Tony Blair — young, charismatic and complex
— shaped the nation profoundly in the ten years that followed. From his work in Northern
Ireland to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, few of his decisions were free from scrutiny
and debate. Alternately beloved and reviled, he was an international figure to a degree
matched by few British leaders — a role he continues in to this day through the Tony
Blair Faith Foundation and his work in the Middle East. Now, for the first time, we see
the fascinating journey and difficult choices of the prime minister through his own eyes.
Grippingly candid and deeply intimate, A Journey is a must-read political memoir, full of
startling insights into a host of world leaders, including George W. Bush and Bill Clinton.
It is also a book that delves deeply and profoundly into what it means to be in a position
of great power today, and its emotional and personal toll.
Exclusive to this edition—a new update on the conviction and sentencing of the Barefoot
Bandit Colton Harris-Moore. A teenage outlaw wanted in nine states for more than
eighty crimes. For two years he outran authorities - often barefoot. At every step of the
way, a frenzied public cheered him on... He looked like a typical American teenage boy.
But Colton Harris-Moore was something else: a disturbing neighborhood nuisance at
the age of ten, a troubled felon at twelve, wanted at fifteen, and the subject of a crosscountry and international fugitive manhunt by the time he could register to vote. He
stole boats, luxury cars, laptops, credit cards, and planes, despite no formal flight
training, then embarked on an astonishing two-year crime spree that crossed
international borders, fueled a titillated media, and eluded law enforcement. A twentyfirst century Billy the Kid, Harris-Moore hid in the woods and lived on candy bars, snack
food, and at least one stolen organic blueberry pie. As his crime spree continued and
his notoriety grew, he was celebrated online, on T- shirts, and on Web sites and a
Facebook Fan Club. Only one thing was increasingly clear: Harris-Moore wasn't going
to give himself up easily. His fans wouldn't have had it any other way. This is the
Barefoot Bandit's life story - his youth, his crimes, and his capture - the incredible true
account of a digital-age wild child who may have run out of getaways, but found
something much more valuable: a peculiar and very American brand of fame.
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